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This thesis describes the modeling of Martial Arts as a markup language. Up until 

now Martial Arts has already been documented in books, videos, tradition and other 

methods. Though to represent Martial Arts knowledge consistently and uniformly in a 

digital era, we introduce the Martial Arts Markup Language (MAML), which is based on 

XML. Because XML provides a standardized, serializable and portable format, MAML 

also enables sharing among students, teachers and their peers across different platforms, 

media and networks. MAML provides the ability, with appropriate XML tools, to 

document a Martial Arts style in a structured way.  

To achieve this, we first analyze the aspects that comprise Martial Arts; and how 

its states and processes relate to one another. We model in MAML describing the stances, 

transitions, punches, blocks, techniques, combinations, reactions and patterns used in 

Martial Arts. We discuss the implementation of MAML by observing and extracting the 

definable aspects in existing Martial Art Instructive Documents. The MAML Schema 
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assures that the details of a Martial Arts Style’s elements are consistent. Current 

simulation efforts will be explained as well as areas for future development. 

We have described Martial Arts by observing what has already been done and 

creating a structured standard to document them. We hope to enable practitioners’ 

abilities to learn from and develop their arts by providing a resource in which they can 

interact with. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This document introduces the concept of modeling Martial Arts as a language that 

can represent and describe its elements in a standard digital document format. XML will 

be used to design the Martial Arts Markup Language (MAML).  

XML has been used to describe states and processes in many areas. This includes 

golf, music and natural languages. The approach we will take is to be easy to read by 

people and easy to parse by computer applications.  

Some of the basic techniques and movements will be modeled with a modest 

resolution. This is important because Martial Arts are complex and starting with a low 

resolution will be sufficient to represent the idea and concepts behind this model. There 

are restrictions to what MAML can represent at the time of this document’s production. 

Punches are the only offensive, and blocks, the only defensive movements. Stances and 

the transitions between them are modeled. More complex elements including techniques, 

combinations and patterns, are also modeled in MAML. The patterns can be determined 

through computer simulation or manual entry by a Martial Artist. There are assumptions 

such as the center of gravity being the horizontal focal point of defense and offense. 

Timing and energy exerted are not being tracked currently. This manner of simplifying 

the basic components of Martial Arts aims to present a method of representing an obscure 

field of knowledge in a relevant way today. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

 

MAML provides a standardized format for representing Martial Arts knowledge. 

Up until now, Martial Arts have only been documented using texts, word of mouth, 

videos and other media. In texts such as Dynamic Choy Lay Fut (Koon-Hung, 1994), the 

author explains the principles, reason and best practices for a particular Martial Art Style.  

Inside that mentioned book, my previous Martial Art teacher Grandmaster Lee 

Koon Hung, makes available a reference diagram indicating the proper placement of feet 

for stances in Choy Lay Fut, a Chinese Kung Fu style of Martial Arts, in Figure 1; and an 

example stance using the coordinates from the Stance Reference Chart to show where the 

front and back feet are placed in respect to the practitioner’s facing direction is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Stance Reference Chart for proper placement of feet in Choy Lay Fut. (Koon-

Hung, 1994) 
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Figure 2: Example Stance from Choy Lay Fut with references to the stance chart from 

Figure 1. (Koon-Hung, 1994) 

 

XML has been used to describe languages, states and processes in many areas 

already.  Natural languages, mathematics, web and programming states and even golf, as 

GolfML, (Mareschal, 2009) have their own markup languages based on XML. XML has 

already been used to describe music and dance in a way that is similar to this approach of 

describing Martial Arts.  

Music Markup Language (MusicML) describes the state and processes of music. 

MusicML acts as an interface between the user and machine code/MIDI. The synthesizer 
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can play MIDI based on the information from the MusicML file. (Steyn, 2000) Along 

with MusicML there is also LabanXML, which models Labanotation for dancing, 

including poses and sequences of movements. (Nakamura & Kozaburo, 2006) 

MovementXML also represents the Labanotation in a more object oriented approach. 

(Hatol, 2006) 

A patent by Hamilton is described to be a “Method and apparatus for integrating 

physical exercise and interactive multimedia“ (Hamilton, 2012)  is essentially a mat that 

provides guidance for users to “support proper positioning and guidance for multiple 

forms of physical exercise, selected from a group consisting of yoga, martial arts forms 

and stances, interactive play, dance steps, reflex training, cheerleading, running, hopping, 

jumping, cardio programs, muscle and body sculpting, resistance techniques, creative 

movement games, physical therapy, breath and meditation techniques or mental focus 

games. “ (Hamilton, 2012) 

The video game industry has peripherals that allow tracking players’ movements. 

These include the Sony Playstation Camera (Sony Computer Entertainment of America 

LLC, 2014), Nintendo Wii’s Motion Sensor and Wand controllers (Nintendo of America, 

2014) and Microsoft Kinect for Xbox and Windows (Microsoft Corporation, 2014). 

These peripherals are mentioned in a patent by to prompt moves and gestures from the 

player (Boch, Crooker, Tate, Carriuolo, Adams, & Glinert, 2013). Sports games can 

utilize these peripherals to allow more realistic and intuitive input. Some dancing games 

are compatible with mats that players step on as they follow dance steps. 

Another idea modeling our movements that has been in progress, Digital Human 

Modeling has been researched and used to simulate people to determine ergonomic 
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conditions. The website refers to and discusses such simulations. On the website, Human 

Modeling Simulation (HUMOSIM) has commands such as walk, pick up, place and 

glance. (Reed, Faraway, Chaffin, & Martin, 2006)  

We can see that computerized modeling and analyzing physical processes of man 

has undergone quite a bit of research and effort. Even today in the games available, the 

physics in fighting, action and simulation games reflect closely to our movements. What 

makes this idea unique though, is that MAML seeks to provide a way of describing the 

physical and social processes in Martial Arts, unlike the mat Hamilton suggests which 

only assist with proper posture and position. MusicML is very similar to MAML in that, 

MAML is the interface between the Martial Artist and some computerized modeling 

application.  A modeling application could render visualizations of the models based on 

definitions found in a markup document; much like the synthesizer in the application of 

MusicML would render sounds. Also, the LabanXML and MovementXML languages 

represent the movements and poses in man’s processes with physical and social 

semantics. These markup language implementations provide a digitized approach to what 

is traditionally shared among practitioners on paper.   

Similar to how standard music and Laban notation provide references as to what 

note is being played or how the body is posed, the reference chart used to direct the 

proper placement of feet in Grandmaster Lee Koon Hung’s book deserves credit for 

providing a consistent visualization for students of Choy Lay Fut. MAML describes the 

placement of feet in stances as well as the center of gravity but with less regard to the 

facing direction of the practitioner. MAML also allows representing the center of gravity 

near the flat coordinates of the feet and not just in the middle. However, the reference 
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chart can be credited as the seed for the charts used to determine opponent position and 

movement direction in MAML. 
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III. NOMENCLATURE 

 

These terms appear in explanations, as elements and their attributes in MAML. 

ELEMENTS  

Below are the elements currently found in the MAML Schema (In Order of 

Appearance): 

Style – a unique set of predetermined movements, punches and stances. 

StyleName – the name of the Martial Arts Style being described. 

ProfileName – the profile of the Martial Arts Style being described; it represents a subset 

of the style and can reflect the current knowledge a student may possess. It can also be 

used to represent a level of knowledge in a Martial Art Style. 

Stance – the position of one’s feet and center of gravity. Stances are relative to the 

opponent’s stances. 

Transition – the switching from one stance to another. This may consist of moving feet 

and/or taking steps and moving the center of gravity. 

Movement – the use of a transition with an intended direction. Movements are used in the 

applications of transitions, such as in a technique, combination or reaction. 

Block – the primary defensive action. There are various blocks for each style and can be 

done with either hand. 

Punch – the primary offensive action. There are various punches for each style and can be 

done with either hand. 
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Technique – the use of a transition and blocks and/or punches in parallel to achieve an 

offensive/defensive intention. 

Combination – the use of transitions, blocks, punches and/or techniques in sequence. 

Series – a set of movements done at once in a combination. 

Pattern – a learned or rehearsed set of offensive/defensive reactions used in a certain 

circumstance. 

Reaction – a set of moves performed in a pattern to handle a circumstance. 

EXPLANATORY TERMS 

Below are some terms used to describe Martial Art concepts or MAML attributes: 

COG - or center of gravity, the assumed target of the practitioner and opponent. 

Spread – the distance in feet between the feet in a stance. 

Heavy Foot – the foot that the practitioner’s center of gravity is the closest to. 

Light Foot – the foot that the practitioner’s center of gravity is farthest from. 

Crossed – attribute for stance describing whether the waist and legs are twisted in respect 

to the feet. 

StepOver – attribute for transition describing whether stepping past the foot already in 

that stepping direction.   

Move – an action such as transition, punch, block, technique or combination.  

Hand – attribute for punches and blocks indicating right or left hand being used. 

Foot – attribute for steps indicating right or left foot being used. 

Movement Direction – direction on the 12 point direction chart to move towards in 

respect to the opponent. This applies to transitions. 

Position – where the opponent is on the 12 point position chart in respect to the 

practitioner.  
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Across – describes blocking across the line of sight. 

Outward – describes blocking away from line of sight.  
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IV. MARTIAL ARTS ARCHITECTURE 

 

In this first version of MAML the basic moves are punches, blocks, stances and 

transition between any two possible stances. For example, one can stand in the same 

stance and punch with the left and right alternatingly or even using the same hand. A 

possible transition would retain the same placement of feet with a shifting center of 

gravity. The application of the punches, stances and transitions are found in more 

complex elements: techniques, combinations, reactions and patterns.  

In Martial Arts we have states and processes. States are well defined elements that 

processes perform on or during. Moving from state to state is done with an offensive or 

defensive intent and thus requires a process to attack or defend.  

STATES 

Stances represent the states in Martial Arts. They are defined by the placement of 

the two feet and position of the center of gravity (COG) relative to the feet. The heavy 

foot is where most of the practitioner’s weight is. The center of gravity’s position is 

measured from the heavy foot. An exception is the horse stance, where both foot are 

heavy. The distance between the two feet is called the spread and is measured in feet. In 

most commonly known stances the COG is positioned between the heavy and light feet 

as seen in Figure 3. Several stances can have the same spread but different position of the 

COG, which differentiates them.   
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      0     COG (anywhere in between)  spread 

       

Heavy   ^                 Light 

 

Figure 3: The Stances are defined by the distance between the heavy and light feet and by 

the location of the COG between them. 
 

The figures below demonstrate some examples of stances and their COG in 

respect to their feet. The screenshots show a model called Biomechanical Dummy 

(HouseOfCards, 2014) for Google Sketchup (Google/Trimble, 2014) used to pose 

different stances. The names of the stances used are in respect to the heavy foot. 

 
Figure 4: Horse Stance facing left. 

 
Figure 5: Horse Stance facing front. 

 
Figure 6: Right Cat Stance. 

 
Figure 7: Right Crossed Stance. 

 

PROCESSES 

The movements of the hands, feet and/or COG make up the processes in Martial 

Arts. Movements such as punches, blocks or just a transition from one stance to another 

are some examples.  
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When moving from one stance to another, we can describe that movement as a 

transition. There may be several possible ways to change from a right forward stance to a 

left forward stance. One way could be to move the COG from the right foot (heavy) 

towards the left foot (light). The left foot will now be the heavy foot and the right has 

become the light foot. A transition can consist of steps between stances also. A second 

way could be to step the left foot forward, and move the COG from the right foot to the 

left foot like the previous method. A third way could be to step the right foot forward, 

and move the COG from the right foot to the left foot like the previous two methods. Any 

number of steps can be made between the right and left forward stances. The most 

efficient way is determined under different circumstances. 
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Figure 8: Left Cat Stance to Right Crossed Stance. (Koon-Hung, 1994) 
 

When describing transitions, we also consider when feet step over one another. 

For example, stepping back with the left foot crosses the right foot, which remains still, 

when transitioning from a left cat to a right crossed stance. This can be observed in 

Figure 8. 
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Hands are typically used to attack and defend. In this version of MAML, punches 

and blocks can be defined by their direction (blocks only for now), intention and the 

stances and transitions that they can be used during. Only straight punches will be 

supported in this version due to the added complexity needed to represent swinging, 

twisting and various other kinds of punches.  Blocks will be limited to blocking outward 

and across. When they are not punching or blocking, the hands are in a relaxed guarded 

state following the heavy and light feet in the flow of the stances and transitions.   

When a punch is occurring, some things to observe are the stance or transition 

that the practitioner is in and the range of the punch.  A punch could occur while standing 

still in a stance or during a transition in along with the last step. A long straight punch 

could reach farther than a quick short jab. 

The same can be said for blocks (except the range) and also whether the block 

direction is outward or across. 

Techniques, combinations and patterns are more complex processes that depend 

on the processes described above. 

Techniques are the application of a transition, block and/or punch in parallel. For 

example, blocking with the left hand outward while punching with the right hand, 

transitioning from a left forward to a left crossed stance, would be a technique. 

Combinations are the application of transitions, blocks, punches and/or techniques 

in sequence. Movements, punches and blocks done in parallel are grouped into a series 

similar to techniques. For example, blocking with the left hand outward while 

transitioning from a left forward to a right forward stance would belong in a series and 
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then punching straight with the right hand while transitioning from the right forward 

stance to a right cat stance would be in the next series. 

Patterns are the applications of transitions, blocks, punches, techniques and/or 

combinations under defined circumstances. They represent conditional processes and 

consist of the circumstance, which is defined by the state of the opponent and the 

practitioner, and the probable reactions. The “state” of the practitioner can include any 

stances, transitions, blocks and punches. A reaction is a list of moves to do, including 

punches, blocks, techniques, movements, and combinations. For example, when the 

practitioner finds themselves in a left forward stance and an opponent is in a right cat 

stance in front of them it may be best practice to transition into a right forward stance. 

Directions and Positions 

This section will discuss how stances are charted, how to determine the position 

of the practitioner and their opponent; and determining the directions in actions can be 

done. 
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Figure 9: The 12 – Point Position Chart shows possible positions from a current stance. 

The red positions indicate where the feet could be placed: 12/Heavy and 6/Light or 9/Left 

and 3/Right. 
 

From the current stance the possible positions of opponent are represented in 

Figure 9. The heavy foot is represented by 12 and the light foot by 6. The exception is 

with stances that do not have a heavy foot, where the left foot will be represented by 9 

and the right foot 3. When determining the current circumstance, we consider the position 

of the opponent relative to the 12H/6L or 9L/3R axes. 

COG 

12/H 
1 

2 

3/R 

4 

5 
6/L 

7 

8 

9/L 

10 

11 
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Figure 10: The 12 - Point Direction Chart shows possible directions relative to the 

practitioner’s and opponent’s COG. 
 

Relative to the position of the opponent from the practitioner, Figure 10 shows 

possible directions to perform movements. Note that the vector between the practitioner’s 

COG and opponent’s COG depend is at 12, so the heavy and light feet can move toward 

the opponent by stepping in the direction of 12. The direction of 6 is away from the 

opponent. If wanting to move to the right of the opponent (in respect to the practitioner) 

the direction would be 1 or 2, 1 being closer. If wanting to move to the left of the 

opponent (in respect to the practitioner) the direction would be 11 or 10, 11 being closer.

COG 

Target 
COG 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
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V. EXAMINING MARTIAL ARTS FROM A SNIPPET OF THE PUSH HANDS 

EXERCISE IN SIMPLIFIED TAIJIQUAN 

 

In this chapter we will analyze a Tai Chi Exercise illustrated in a book titled, 

Simplified Taijiquan. (Mianyu, 1983) This exercise involves two practitioners who will 

take turns switching roles as the aggressor and defender. Let us call the left practitioner 

the Teacher and the right practitioner the Student. This exercise is cyclic and can be done 

indefinitely.  

 

 
Figure 11: Tai Chi Sticky Hands Preparation Step 1 – 2. (Mianyu, 1983)  
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In Figure 11, we see identify the two practitioners both stepping into their natural 

stances. Their center of gravities are in the middle between their heavy right feet and light 

left feet. Their hands meet in the middle. 

 

 
Figure 12: Tai Chi Sticky Hands Single Hand Exercise Steps 3 – 6. (Mianyu, 1983) 

 

In Figure 12, the Teacher shifts forward as to push their right hand toward the 

Student. The Student reacts by blocking outward and retaliating with a right push of his 

own toward the Teacher. The teacher reacts as the Student did by blocking outward. 
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Figure 13: Tai Chi Sticky Hands Single Hand Blocking Step 7. (Mianyu, 1983) 

 

As the Teacher and Student continue practicing their pushing hands exercise let’s 

examine the footwork, this time from Figure 13 and Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Tai Chi Sticky Hands Single Hand Exercise Steps 8 - 11. (Mianyu, 1983) 

We can see that each time the aggressor pushes they are moving forward to a right 

forward stance. The defender is blocking outward as they move back into a cat stance. As 
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they alternate between pushing and blocking, their stances are transitioning between the 

right relax, right forward and the right cat stances.  

From these illustrations we can determine that the patterns each of the 

practitioners is applying are the same. Through practice they demonstrate that the 

appropriate reaction to an aggressor pushing with their right hand in a right forward 

stance is best handled with a right outward block in a right cat stance.  

To model this in MAML, we would define the stances: right relax, right forward 

and right cat stance. Next define the transitions between each stance. These transitions 

would not include any steps, just shifting of center of gravity between stances. There is 

only one block and punch that need to be defined: right outward block and right straight 

punch respectively. The pattern defined will be that when the opponent is at our position 

12 and punching right while we are in our relaxed right stance, we will block right 

outward as we transition into a right cat stance.  This pattern can be applied to both 

practitioners throughout the exercise.
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VI. MODELING MARTIAL ARTS AS A MARKUP LANGUAGE 
 

MAML consists of several elements (See Figure 15), each representing a unique 

process discussed in the previous chapter. Stance, being the sole state is the most basic 

and fundamental. Each element (See Figure 16), besides Stance refers to at least one 

other element.  

 
Figure 15: XML Tree of the Martial Arts Markup Language. 
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Figure 16: MAML Elements’ Sub-Hierarchies with each parent node depending on the 

definition of at least one of its child nodes. (*- Transition is referred to as a Movement, 

which indicates direction). 

 

Underlying everything in MAML is at least one stance. Stances are represented in 

MAML by describing the spread of the feet, center or gravity and facing direction. The 

heavy foot is the foot that is closest to the center of gravity. The COG is the distance 

from heavy foot towards the light foot. In the case of a stance where there is no light foot, 

the COG will be in the middle or half of the spread. Notice that the COG must always be 

less than or equal to half of the spread. 
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An example of a stance: 

<stance name = "leftcat" id = "LeftCat"> 

      <heavy>left</heavy> 

      <spread>2</spread> 

      <cog>0</cog> 

    … 

An example of a stance without a light foot: 

    <stance name="horse" id= "horse"> 

      <spread>3</spread> 

      <cog>1.5</cog> 

    </stance> 

… 

Transitions are represented as consisting of a fromStance, toStance and any steps 

in between.  

In the example below the practitioner is in a horse stance and moves their right 

foot toward the opponent as they come to a right cat stance. 

    <transition id="lefttwist" name="lefttwist"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <toStance>leftcrossed</toStance> 

… 

A step is defined with the foot stepping with and the optional stepOver attribute, 

which indicates that the step is moving over the other foot. 
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In the example below the practitioner is in a right relaxed stance and steps their 

right foot past the left foot to come to a left cat stance. 

    <transition id="rightstepforwardtoleftcat" name="rightstepforwardtoleftcat"> 

      <fromStance>rightrelax</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right" stepOver="true"/> 

      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

Punches are represented by the hand used and any stances or transitions they are used in.  

The hand attribute describe which hand is being used.  The range describes how far the 

punch is reaching. Below is an example of a punch. 

    <punch id="rightstraight" hand="right" name="rightstraight" range="2"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightforwardtoleftforward</transition> 

      </transitionList> 
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Blocks are represented by the hand used and any stances or transitions they are 

used in. The hand and blockDirection attributes describe which hand is being used and in 

which direction in respect to the practitioner the block is heading. An example of a block 

is shown below. 

  <block id="rightoutward" blockDirection="outward" hand="right"  

name="rightoutward"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>rightrelax</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>leftcattorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftcattohorse</transition>         

      </transitionList> 

      … 

Movements are used to represent transitions with direction; they are used in 

applications of transitions such as in techniques, combinations and patterns’ reactions. 
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Techniques are represented by a list of actions done together. An example of a 

technique is shown below. 

    <technique name="rightsidejab" id="rightsidejab"> 

      <movement transition="rightrelaxtoleftcat" direction="1"/> 

      <punch>rightjab</punch> 

    …   

Combinations are represented by a list of actions done one after another grouped into 

series. An example of a combination is shown below. 

<combination name="leftsidestepthen123" id="leftsidestepthen123">            

      <series> 

        <movement transition="leftrelaxtorightcat" direction="1"/> 

        <block>leftacross</block> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="rightcattoleftforward" direction="11"/> 

        <punch>rightjab</punch> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="leftforwardtorightforward" direction="1"/> 

        <punch>leftjab</punch> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="rightforwardtoleftforward" direction="11"/> 
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        <punch>rightstraight</punch> 

      </series>       

… 

Patterns represent the reactions done under circumstances. When the opponent is here 

doing this and practitioner is in this state, it would be best to do this or that. An example 

of a pattern is shown below. 

<pattern> 

      <when> 

        <opponent> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="8"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="9"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="10"/> 

        </opponent> 

        <practitioner> 

          <stance>rightrelax</stance>         

        </practitioner> 

      </when> 

      <do> 

        <reaction id="reaction1" probability=".6"> 

          <technique>rightspinningdefense</technique> 

        </reaction> 

        <reaction id="reaction2" probability=".4"> 

          <technique>rightsidejab</technique> 
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        </reaction>  

      </do> 

… 

A full example of an MAML document can be found in APPENDIX B - EXAMPLE 

MAML , which is a representation the author’s minimal style and dialect of Choy Lay 

Fut Kung Fu. 
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VII. VALIDATION 

 

In order for an MAML document to be valid, it must abide by the MAML XSD 

Schema, APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A - MAML XSD . The stances are to be defined first, then transition, 

blocks, punches, techniques, combinations and patterns. Using Keys and KeyRefs, 

elements refer to existing elements that they depend on. An example is when we define a 

transition; we use a reference to a stance in both the fromStance and toStance child 

elements. Likewise for defining punches, blocks, techniques and combinations which 

may depend on a transition.  Other constraints include the terms for directions, hands and 

feet being used, and position, which are selected from their type. 

SIMPLETYPES 

In addition to the primitive types included with XML (string, integer, boolean), 

MAML currently includes several custom types to describe the motions of hand and feet 

movement. They derive from strings with restrictions on possible values. 

The action simpleType defines what action is being done with the hands. 

<xsd:simpleType name="action"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="block|punch"/> 

The side simpleType defines which hand or foot is being used.  
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<xsd:simpleType name="side"> 

      <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="left|right"/> 

… 

 The movement simpleType defines what kind of transition is being done.  

  <xsd:simpleType name="movement"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="swing|stationary|step"/> 

… 

 The blockDirection simpleType defines which direction the block is going.  

  <xsd:simpleType name="blockDirection"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="outward|across"/> 

The position simpleType defines where the opponent is in respect to the 

practitioner. 

<xsd:simpleType name="position"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"> 

      <xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/> 

      <xsd:minInclusive value="1"/> 

… 

For more information about the values, refer to the Position Chart shown in 

Figure 9. 
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The direction simpleType defines which direction to move in with respect to the 

opponent’s position. 

<xsd:simpleType name="direction"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"> 

      <xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/> 

      <xsd:minInclusive value="1"/> 

… 

For more information about the values, refer to the Direction Chart shown in 

Figure 10. 

KEYS AND KEYREFS 

Keys are used to share reference of an element that other elements can refer to 

instead of duplicating values. KeyRefs are used to assert the reference to an existing 

element and not make references to elements that do not exist in the same document.  

For example, when describing the fromStance in a transition we must refer to a 

stance defined in the same MAML document. 

With this key and keyRef defined in our schema, 

<!-- Keys --> 

    <xsd:key name="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="stances/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

   … 

<!-- Key References --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="fromStanceRef" refer="stanceKey"> 
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      <xsd:selector xpath="./transitionList/fromStance"/>                  

      <xsd:field xpath ="fromStance"/> 

A transition’s stances must refer to existing stances’ names: 

<stance name = "leftcat" id = "LeftCat"> 

… 

<stance name = "horse" id = "Horse"> 

… 

<transition id="leftcattohorse" name="leftcattohorse"> 

  <fromStance>leftcat</fromStance> 

  <step foot="right"/> 

  <toStance>horse</toStance> 

 </transition> 

The use of keys and keyRefs ensure an MAML document is self-contained.  

ASSERTIONS 

In addition to Keys and KeyRefs to ensure what we are referring to already exists, 

we use assertions to enforce rules regarding what movements, blocks, punches and 

techniques are compatible. The assertions on techniques are that the punch and/or block 

being described are compatible with a specified movement. What determines whether 

they are compatible is the list of transitions/stances they can be used in. They must be 

applicable in the movement being referred to in that technique. Assertions are also 

present when listing the reactions and their probabilities of being used, where the 

probabilities for the each reaction in a pattern must sum up to 1, which represents 100%. 
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The following assertion requires that there can only be up to two hand actions the 

same technique: 

       <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every $thing in 

$technique/punch|$technique/block satisfies count($thing) lt 3"/> 

The following assertion requires that in blocks in the same technique must use 

different hands: 

       <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies count(distinct-

values(for $techniqueblock in $technique/block, $hand in blocks/block[@id eq 

$techniqueblock]/@hand return $hand)) eq count(for $techniqueblock in 

$technique/block return count($techniqueblock))"/> 

The following assertion requires that punches in the same technique must use 

different hands:  

      <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies count(distinct-

values(for $techniquepunch in $technique/punch, $hand in punches/punch[@id eq 

$techniquepunch]/@hand return $hand)) eq count(for $techniquepunch in 

$technique/punch return count($techniquepunch))"/>       

The following assertion requires that a block and punch in the same technique 

must use different hands:  

      <xsd:assert test="(every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every  

$techniquepunch in $technique/punch satisfies every $techniqueblock in 

$technique/block satisfies every $punch in punches/punch[@id eq $techniquepunch] 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id eq $techniqueblock]  satisfies 

(count($punch[@id = $techniquepunch and @hand eq $block[@id = 
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$techniqueblock]/@hand ]) eq 0 and count($block[@id = $techniqueblock and @hand eq 

$punch[@id = $techniquepunch]/@hand ]) eq 0))"/> 

The following assertion requires that blocks and punches in a technique must be 

applicable in the transition specified by the technique’s movement: 

      <xsd:assert test="(every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every 

$techniquepunch in $technique/punch satisfies every $punch in punches/punch[@id eq 

$techniquepunch] satisfies every $movement in $technique/movement satisfies 

count($punch/transitionList/transition[text() = $movement/@transition]) > 0) and (every 

$technique in techniques/technique satisfies every $techniqueblock in $technique/block 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id = $techniqueblock] satisfies every 

$movement in $technique/movement satisfies 

count($block/transitionList/transition[text() = $movement/@transition]) > 0)"/> 

The following assertion requires that blocks and punches in a combination’s 

series must be applicable in the transition specified by the movement: 

      <xsd:assert test="(every $combination in combinations/combination satisfies every 

$series in $combination/series satisfies every $seriespunch in $series/punch satisfies 

every $punch in punches/punch[@id = $seriespunch] satisfies every $movement in 

$series/movement satisfies count($punch/transitionList/transition[text() = 

$movement/@transition]) > 0) and (every $combination in combinations/combination 

satisfies every $series in $combination/series satisfies every $seriesblock in $series/block 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id = $seriesblock] satisfies every $movement in 

$series/movement satisfies count($block/transitionList/transition[text() = 

$movement/@transition]) > 0)"/> 
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The following assertion requires that the sum of probabilities for reactions in the 

same pattern equals one: 

<xsd:assert test="sum(reaction/@probability) eq 1.0"> 
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VIII. SIMULATION AND LEARNING 

 

Simulation using Google Sketchup (Google/Trimble, 2014) to model the elements 

of MAML in 3D has been started. Using PHP/HTML/XML via WAMPServer (Bourdon, 

2014) and Ruby a web interface has been created to link up to Google Sketchup and send 

commands to model defined stances defined in the MAML document.  

SIMULATION 

The simulator displays the hands, feet, body and head of two practitioners. When 

selecting a stance in the web interface the model is moved using 3D translations and 

rotations to position the body parts accordingly to represent the intended stance. 

Figure 17 & Figure 18 demonstrate the visualization of a practitioner and a pair of 

opposing practitioners using Google Sketchup.   

 
Figure 17:  The Red Spheres represent the right limbs. The Blue Spheres represent the 

left limbs. The White Cylinder represents the Center of Gravity and the Beige Sphere 

represents the head.   
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Figure 18: The two figures shown consist of the student in a left cat stance and the 

teacher in a beginning horse stance. The Stances are relative to the direction the martial 

artists are facing (each other) 
 

For each transition, the feet movement is performed first and the body is rotated 

and/or translated to create the stance relative to that heavy foot and facing direction. The 

hands will follow with the body and head. They are then rotated to face the opponent.  

LEARNING 

As the interaction between the models continues, like in Figure 19, each model 

can learn a set of best practices in response to the movements of their opponent. When a 

successful punch hits the target’s COG that punch, transition or stance should be retained 

and remembered as a pattern in a library to be used again when the model is again in a 

similar situation in respect to its opponent. The probability of the pattern should increase 

with each success and decrease when it is unsuccessful. This will be the pattern learned 

from the interactions between the models and their martial art styles.  
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Figure 19:  Basic Modes of the Martial Artists (The arrows show the flow of attack) 
 

Figure 19 shows the flow of a Student and Teacher deciding what reactions to use 

under circumstances.
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IX. FUTURE WORKS 

 

The schema for MAML is still under revision, an assertion currently being 

worked on is for combinations, where the series must be compatible depending on the 

stances of each movement involved. Another assertion to be implemented is to ensure the 

reactions in each pattern are compatible with the current “state” of the practitioner. 

Specifying targets for offensive movements will need to be implemented as well. Support 

for multiple opponents in a pattern can be added to simulate those circumstances. The 

next things to add to MAML are more complex elements such as grappling and kicking. 

A coordinate system with more vectors can be implemented to allow more precision in 

direction and position. In a future revision the measure of time and energy used should be 

implemented to be more realistic and helpful in games and simulations. 

The simulation application using Google Sketchup is currently restricted to just 

modeling. The coding populated the models based off a web interface. The web acts as a 

controller for one model while the other model will simply react to the former’s 

movements.  The author has recently started writing a Windows Form Application to 

demonstrate the parsing of MAML. The development of the application relied on Visual 

Studio 2013 and the XSD tools that come with it to generate classes out of the MAML 

elements from the schema. The next steps to improve the simulation will be to have the 

models interact with one another and to allow input from the Microsoft Kinect 2.0 for 

Windows.
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X. CONCLUSION 

 

Martial Arts can be described as a close knit representation of punches, stances, 

transitions, techniques, combinations and patterns for best practice.  It should allow for a 

Martial Artist to describe their techniques and principles according to their style. There is 

no ultimate Martial Arts Style so even an MAML document with every possible punch, 

stance and transition will not reign supreme in a computer simulation. This reflects the 

real application of Martial Arts. There will be choices a Martial Artist must make and 

there will be reactions that are so automatic that they seem like reflexes. Patterns 

demonstrate this with the need of probabilities and in reality, practicing those patterns 

helps a Martial Artist achieve that reflex.  Of course Martial Arts as a Markup Language, 

is open to improvement and revision. In time, and with contribution from the Martial 

Arts, 3D Modeling, Gaming and Animation communities, we should be able to represent 

more extraordinary and less vertical styles of Martial Arts (Styles that contain kicks, 

locks, wrestling, etc.) 

XML has been described to serve “as an excellent means of transporting data in a 

consistent format that is readily available across networks and different computing 

platforms” (Morrison) 

What does this mean for MAML? It means that for any MAML document there 

could be a computer application that can parse it on a great number of devices and 
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platforms. MAML can be visualized on a web browser, mobile device, Windows, Linux, 

Mac computers and even through embedded applications such as robotics!  

As a Martial Artist describes their style in a descriptive manner as this, there will 

be changes as they continue to learn and practice their art. Punches, stances, transitions 

and patterns may be added and refined as they learn lessons and realize their effects and 

consequences.  

With further development of the simulator, styles may be analyzed and lessons 

may be learned that may not have been noticed during live sparring or combat. That may 

be in the far future, but with the ability to describe Martial Arts as a Markup Language; 

this may be a big step. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A - MAML XSD SCHEMA 

With the assistance of <oXygen/> XML Editor (SRL, SyncRO Soft, 2014) and 

Liquid XML Studio (Liquid Technologies Limited, 2014) this MAML XSD schema was 

designed, revised and tested:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

attributeFormDefault="unqualified" elementFormDefault="qualified" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

    xmlns:vc="http://www.w3.org/2007/XMLSchema-versioning" vc:minVersion="1.1"> 

 

<!-- MAML root element --> 

  <xsd:element name ="maml"> 

    <xsd:complexType>             

      <xsd:sequence> 

         

        <xsd:element name="stylename" type="xsd:string"/> 

        <xsd:element name="profilename" type="xsd:string"/> 

         

        <!-- Lists of Core Elements --> 

        <xsd:element name="stances"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name ="stance" type="stance" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

            </xsd:sequence> 

          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element> 

 

        <xsd:element name="transitions"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name="transition" type="transition" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>            

            </xsd:sequence> 
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          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element> 

 

        <xsd:element name="blocks"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

             <xsd:element name="block" type="block" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>       </xsd:sequence> 

          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element> 

         

        <xsd:element name="punches"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name="punch" type="punch" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>                               

            </xsd:sequence> 

          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element>        

         

        <xsd:element name="techniques"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name="technique" type="technique" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>                               

            </xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every $thing 

in $technique/punch|$technique/block satisfies count($thing) lt 3"/> 

          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element>         

         

        <xsd:element name="combinations"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name="combination" type="combination" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>                               

            </xsd:sequence> 

          </xsd:complexType> 

        </xsd:element> 

         

        <xsd:element name="patterns"> 

          <xsd:complexType> 

            <xsd:sequence> 

              <xsd:element name="pattern" type="pattern" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>             
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            </xsd:sequence>             

          </xsd:complexType>           

        </xsd:element>         

         

      </xsd:sequence>       

      <!-- Global Assertions --> 

      <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies count(distinct-

values(for $techniqueblock in $technique/block, $hand in blocks/block[@id eq 

$techniqueblock]/@hand return $hand)) eq count(for $techniqueblock in 

$technique/block return count($techniqueblock))"/> 

      <xsd:assert test="every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies count(distinct-

values(for $techniquepunch in $technique/punch, $hand in punches/punch[@id eq 

$techniquepunch]/@hand return $hand)) eq count(for $techniquepunch in 

$technique/punch return count($techniquepunch))"/>       

      <xsd:assert test="(every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every  

$techniquepunch in $technique/punch satisfies every $techniqueblock in 

$technique/block satisfies every $punch in punches/punch[@id eq $techniquepunch] 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id eq $techniqueblock]  satisfies 

(count($punch[@id = $techniquepunch and @hand eq $block[@id = 

$techniqueblock]/@hand ]) eq 0 and count($block[@id = $techniqueblock and @hand eq 

$punch[@id = $techniquepunch]/@hand ]) eq 0))"/> 

      <xsd:assert test="(every $technique in techniques/technique satisfies every 

$techniquepunch in $technique/punch satisfies every $punch in punches/punch[@id eq 

$techniquepunch] satisfies every $movement in $technique/movement satisfies 

count($punch/transitionList/transition[text() = $movement/@transition]) > 0) and (every 

$technique in techniques/technique satisfies every $techniqueblock in $technique/block 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id = $techniqueblock] satisfies every 

$movement in $technique/movement satisfies 

count($block/transitionList/transition[text() = $movement/@transition]) > 0)"/> 

      <xsd:assert test="(every $combination in combinations/combination satisfies every 

$series in $combination/series satisfies every $seriespunch in $series/punch satisfies 

every $punch in punches/punch[@id = $seriespunch] satisfies every $movement in 

$series/movement satisfies count($punch/transitionList/transition[text() = 

$movement/@transition]) > 0) and (every $combination in combinations/combination 

satisfies every $series in $combination/series satisfies every $seriesblock in $series/block 

satisfies every $block in blocks/block[@id = $seriesblock] satisfies every $movement in 

$series/movement satisfies count($block/transitionList/transition[text() = 

$movement/@transition]) > 0)"/>       

    </xsd:complexType> 

    <!-- end of List of Core Elements --> 

 

    <!-- Keys --> 

    <xsd:key name="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="stances/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 
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    </xsd:key> 

    <xsd:key name="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="transitions/transition"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

    </xsd:key > 

    <xsd:key name="punchKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="punches/punch"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

    </xsd:key > 

    <xsd:key name="blockKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="blocks/block"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

    </xsd:key > 

    <xsd:key name="techniqueKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="techniques/technique"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

    </xsd:key > 

    <xsd:key name="combinationKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath ="combinations/combination"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@name"/> 

    </xsd:key > 

    <!-- end of Keys --> 

     

    <!-- Key References --> 

    <!-- Stances --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="fromStanceRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="transitions/transition"/>                  

      <xsd:field xpath ="fromStance"/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="toStanceRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="transitions/transition"/>                  

      <xsd:field xpath ="toStance"/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="patternStanceRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/when/practitioner/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="patternStanceListRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/when/practitioner/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref>     

    <xsd:keyref name="punchesStanceListRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="punches/punch/stanceList/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 
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    <xsd:keyref name="blocksStanceListRef" refer="stanceKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="blocks/block/stanceList/stance"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Stances --> 

     

    <!-- Transitions --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="blocksTransitionListRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="blocks/block/transitionList/transition"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="punchesTransitionListRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="punches/punch/transitionList/transition"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref>     

    <xsd:keyref name="patternTransitionRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/when/practitioner/transition"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- Transitions referred to in Movements --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="techniquesMovementTransitionRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="techniques/technique/movement"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="@transition"/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="combinationsMovementTransitionRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="combinations/combination/series/movement"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath="@transition"/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="reactionMovementTransitionRef" refer="transitionKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/do/reaction/movement"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath="@transition"/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Transitions referred to in Movements --> 

    <!-- end of Transitions --> 

     

    <!-- Blocks --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="techniquesBlockRef" refer="blockKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="techniques/technique/block"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref>     

    <xsd:keyref name="combinationsBlockRef" refer="blockKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="combinations/combination/series/block"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="reactionBlockRef" refer="blockKey"> 
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      <xsd:selector xpath="*/patterns/pattern/do/reaction/block"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Blocks --> 

     

    <!-- Punches --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="reactionPunchRef" refer="punchKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/do/reaction/punch"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="techniquesPunchRef" refer="punchKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="techniques/technique/punch"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="combinationsPunchRef" refer="punchKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="combinations/combination/series/punch"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Punches --> 

     

    <!-- Techniques --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="combinationsTechniqueRef" refer="techniqueKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="combinations/combination/series/technique"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <xsd:keyref name="reactionTechniqueRef" refer="techniqueKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="patterns/pattern/do/reaction/technique"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Techniques --> 

     

    <!-- Combinations --> 

    <xsd:keyref name="reactionCombinationRef" refer="combinationKey"> 

      <xsd:selector xpath="*/patterns/pattern/do/reaction/combination"/> 

      <xsd:field xpath ="."/> 

    </xsd:keyref> 

    <!-- end of Combinations --> 

    <!-- End of KeyRefs -->   

  </xsd:element> 

 

<!-- Simple and Complex Types used to define MAML Elements --> 

   

<!-- SimpleTypes representing Fundamental types used in definitions --> 

  <xsd:simpleType name="handAction"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 
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      <xsd:pattern value="block|punch"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

 

  <xsd:simpleType name="side"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="left|right"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

 

  <xsd:simpleType name="movementType"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="swing|stationary|step"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

 

  <xsd:simpleType name="blockDirection"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string"> 

      <xsd:pattern value="outward|across"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

   

  <xsd:simpleType name="direction"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"> 

      <xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/> 

      <xsd:minInclusive value="1"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

   

  <xsd:simpleType name="position"> 

    <xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"> 

      <xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/> 

      <xsd:minInclusive value="1"/> 

    </xsd:restriction> 

  </xsd:simpleType> 

<!-- end of Fundamental types --> 

 

<!-- ComplexTypes representing the Core MAML Elements --> 

  <xsd:complexType name="stance">     

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name="heavyFoot" type="side" minOccurs="0"/> 

      <xsd:element name="spread" type="xsd:decimal"/> 

      <xsd:element name="cog" type="xsd:decimal"/> 

    </xsd:sequence>     

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 
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    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>     

    <xsd:attribute name="crossed" type="xsd:boolean" default="false" use="optional"/> 

  </xsd:complexType> 

   

  <xsd:complexType name="transition"> 

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name="fromStance" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <xsd:element name="step" type="step" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

      <xsd:element name="toStance" type="xsd:string"/> 

    </xsd:sequence> 

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="type" type="movementType"/>     

  </xsd:complexType> 

 

  <xsd:complexType name="block">                         

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name ="stanceList"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="stance" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>          

          </xsd:sequence> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element> 

      <xsd:element name="transitionList"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="transition" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>         

          </xsd:sequence> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element> 

    </xsd:sequence>                    

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="hand" type="side"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="blockDirection" type="blockDirection"/> 

  </xsd:complexType> 

   

  <xsd:complexType name="punch"> 

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name ="stanceList"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 
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            <xsd:element name="stance" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>          

          </xsd:sequence> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element> 

      <xsd:element name="transitionList"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="transition" type="xsd:string" minOccurs ="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>          

          </xsd:sequence> 

        </xsd:complexType>       

      </xsd:element> 

    </xsd:sequence> 

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="hand" type="side" use="required"/>     

    <xsd:attribute name="range" type="xsd:integer" use="required"/> 

  </xsd:complexType> 

  

  <xsd:complexType name="technique"> 

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name="movement" type="movement" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xsd:choice maxOccurs="unbounded" id="choices"> 

        <xsd:element name="block" type="xsd:string" maxOccurs="2"/> 

        <xsd:element name="punch" type="xsd:string" maxOccurs="2"/>         

      </xsd:choice> 

    </xsd:sequence>     

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>     

    <xsd:assert test="(count(block) + count(punch)) le 2"/> 

  </xsd:complexType> 

   

  <xsd:complexType name="combination"> 

    <xsd:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

      <xsd:element name="series"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:choice> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="movement" type="movement"/> 

            <xsd:element name="block" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2"/> 

            <xsd:element name="punch" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2"/>             

          </xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="technique" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
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          </xsd:choice> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element>       

    </xsd:sequence> 

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>    

  </xsd:complexType> 

     

  <xsd:complexType name="pattern"> 

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:element name="when"> 

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="opponent"> 

              <xsd:complexType> 

                <xsd:sequence> 

                  <xsd:element name="state" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

                    <xsd:complexType> 

                      <xsd:attribute name="position" type="position" use="required"/>                       

                      <xsd:attribute name="handAction" type="handAction" use="required"/>                       

                      <xsd:attribute name="hand" type="side"/> 

                    </xsd:complexType> 

                  </xsd:element> 

                </xsd:sequence> 

              </xsd:complexType> 

            </xsd:element> 

            <xsd:element name="practitioner"> 

              <xsd:complexType> 

                <xsd:sequence> 

                  <xsd:choice maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

                    <xsd:element name="stance" type="xsd:string"/> 

                    <xsd:element name="transition" type="xsd:string"/>                                   

                    <xsd:element name="punch" type="xsd:string"/>                

                    <xsd:element name="block" type="xsd:string"/> 

                  </xsd:choice> 

                </xsd:sequence> 

              </xsd:complexType> 

            </xsd:element> 

          </xsd:sequence> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element> 

      <xsd:element name="do">       

        <xsd:complexType> 

          <xsd:sequence> 

            <xsd:element name="reaction" type ="reaction" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>             
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          </xsd:sequence>      

          <xsd:assert test="sum(reaction/@probability) eq 1.0">         

          </xsd:assert> 

        </xsd:complexType> 

      </xsd:element> 

    </xsd:sequence>  

  </xsd:complexType>            

  <!-- end of Core MAML Elements --> 

 

  <!-- ComplexTypes used only within existing Core Elements --> 

  <xsd:complexType name="step"> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="foot" type="side" use="required"/>     

    <xsd:attribute name="stepOver" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional"/> 

  </xsd:complexType> 

   

  <xsd:complexType name="movement"> 

    <xsd:attribute name="transition" type="xsd:string"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>         

    <xsd:attribute name="direction" type="direction" use="required"/> 

  </xsd:complexType>   

   

  <xsd:complexType name="reaction"> 

    <xsd:sequence> 

      <xsd:choice maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

        <xsd:element name="block" type="xsd:string"/>       

        <xsd:element name="punch" type="xsd:string"/>              

        <xsd:element name="movement" type="movement"/> 

        <xsd:element name="technique" type="xsd:string"/> 

        <xsd:element name="combination" type="xsd:string"/> 

        <xsd:element name="step" type="step"/> 

      </xsd:choice> 

    </xsd:sequence> 

    <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> 

    <xsd:attribute name="probability" type="xsd:decimal" use="required"/> 

  </xsd:complexType>   

  <!-- end  of complexTypes used within Core Elements --> 

 

</xsd:schema> 
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APPENDIX B - EXAMPLE MAML DOCUMENT 

   

The following is an example of an MAML document based off the author’s 

minimal style and dialect of Choy Lay Fut Kung Fu, it has been validated against the 

schema found in APPENDIX A - MAML XSD SCHEMA: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

 

<maml xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="file:///MAMLSchema.xsd"> 

  <stylename>Choy Lay Fut</stylename> 

  <profilename>Tommy Vo</profilename> 

   

  <!-- Stances --> 

  <stances> 

    <stance name= "rightrelax" id= "rightrelax" crossed= "false"> 

      <heavyFoot>right</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>2</spread> 

      <cog>1</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "leftrelax" id= "leftrelax" crossed= "false"> 

      <heavyFoot>left</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>2</spread> 

      <cog>1</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "rightcat" id= "RightCat" crossed= "false"> 

      <heavyFoot>right</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>2.5</spread> 

      <cog>0</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "rightcrossed" id= "rightcrossed" crossed= "true"> 

      <heavyFoot>right</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>1</spread> 

      <cog>.5</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "leftcat" id= "LeftCat"> 

      <heavyFoot>left</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>2.5</spread> 

      <cog>0</cog> 

    </stance>   

    <stance name= "leftcrossed" id= "leftcrossed" crossed= "true"> 

      <heavyFoot>left</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>1</spread> 
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      <cog>.5</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name="horse" id= "horse"> 

      <spread>3</spread> 

      <cog>1.5</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "leftforward" id= "LeftForward"> 

      <heavyFoot>left</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>3</spread> 

      <cog>0</cog> 

    </stance> 

    <stance name= "rightforward" id= "rightForward"> 

      <heavyFoot>right</heavyFoot> 

      <spread>3</spread> 

      <cog>0</cog> 

    </stance>  

  </stances> 

 

  <transitions> 

    <transition id="rightstepforwardtoleftcat" name="rightstepforwardtoleftcat"> 

      <fromStance>rightrelax</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right" stepOver="true"/> 

      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightrelaxtoleftcat" name="rightrelaxtoleftcat"> 

      <fromStance>rightrelax</fromStance> 

      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="leftrelaxtorightcat" name="leftrelaxtorightcat"> 

      <fromStance>leftrelax</fromStance>       

      <toStance>rightcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="horsetorightforward" name="horsetorightforward"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightforward</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="horsetorightcat" name="horsetorightcat"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="horsetoleftcat" name="horsetoleftcat"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 
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      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightcattohorse" name="rightcattohorse"> 

      <fromStance>rightcat</fromStance> 

      <step foot="left"/> 

      <toStance>horse</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="leftcattohorse" name="leftcattohorse"> 

      <fromStance>leftcat</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>horse</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="horsetoleftforward" name="horsetoleftforward"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>leftforward</toStance> 

    </transition>     

    <transition id="leftforwardtohorse" name="leftforwardtohorse"> 

      <fromStance>leftforward</fromStance> 

      <step foot="left"/> 

      <toStance>horse</toStance> 

    </transition>     

    <transition id="leftforwardtorightcat" name="leftforwardtorightcat"> 

      <fromStance>leftforward</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightcat</toStance> 

    </transition>     

    <transition id="rightcattoleftforward" name="rightcattoleftforward"> 

      <fromStance>rightcat</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>leftforward</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightforwardtoleftcat" name="rightforwardtoleftcat"> 

      <fromStance>rightforward</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

    </transition>         

    <transition id="leftcattorightforward" name="leftcattorightforward"> 

      <fromStance>leftcat</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightforward</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightforwardtohorse" name="rightforwardtohorse"> 

      <fromStance>rightforward</fromStance> 

      <toStance>horse</toStance> 
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    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightturn" name="rightturn"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightcat</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="leftturn" name="leftturn"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <step foot="left"/> 

      <toStance>leftcat</toStance> 

    </transition>     

    <transition id="righttwist" name="righttwist"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance>       

      <toStance>rightcrossed</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="lefttwist" name="lefttwist"> 

      <fromStance>horse</fromStance> 

      <toStance>leftcrossed</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="leftforwardtorightforward" name="leftforwardtorightforward"> 

      <fromStance>leftforward</fromStance> 

      <step foot="right"/> 

      <toStance>rightforward</toStance> 

    </transition> 

    <transition id="rightforwardtoleftforward" name="rightforwardtoleftforward"> 

      <fromStance>rightforward</fromStance> 

      <step foot="left"/> 

      <toStance>leftforward</toStance> 

    </transition> 

  </transitions> 

 

  <blocks> 

    <block id="leftoutward" blockDirection="outward" hand="left"  name="leftoutward"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>leftrelax</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition> 
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        <transition>rightforwardtohorse</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </block> 

    <block id="leftacross" blockDirection="across" hand="left"  name="leftacross"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>rightrelax</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>leftcattorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftcattohorse</transition>         

        <transition>leftrelaxtorightcat</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </block> 

    <block id="rightoutward" blockDirection="outward" hand="right"  

name="rightoutward"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>rightrelax</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>leftcattorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftcattohorse</transition>         

      </transitionList> 

    </block> 

    <block id="rightacross" blockDirection="outward" hand="right"  name="rightacross"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>leftrelax</stance> 
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      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightrelaxtoleftcat</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </block> 

  </blocks> 

 

  <punches> 

    <punch id="rightstraight" hand="right" name="rightstraight" range="2"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightforwardtoleftforward</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </punch> 

    <punch id="leftjab" hand="left" name="leftjab" range="2"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>leftrelax</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>leftcattorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftforwardtohorse</transition> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftcattohorse</transition>    

        <transition>leftrelaxtorightcat</transition>   

        <transition>leftforwardtorightforward</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </punch> 
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    <punch id="leftstraightpunch" hand="left" name="leftstraightpunch" range="2"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>rightcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>leftcattorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition>         

      </transitionList> 

    </punch> 

    <punch id="rightjab" hand="right" name="rightjab" range="2"> 

      <stanceList> 

        <stance>rightforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftforward</stance> 

        <stance>leftcat</stance> 

        <stance>horse</stance> 

        <stance>rightrelax</stance> 

      </stanceList> 

      <transitionList> 

        <transition>horsetorightforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattoleftforward</transition> 

        <transition>rightcattohorse</transition> 

        <transition>rightrelaxtoleftcat</transition> 

      </transitionList> 

    </punch> 

  </punches> 

 

  <techniques> 

 

    <technique name="leftspinningdefense" id="leftspinningdefense"> 

      <movement transition="leftrelaxtorightcat" direction="10"/> 

      <block>leftacross</block> 

    </technique> 

    <technique name="rightspinningdefense" id="rightspinningdefense"> 

      <movement transition="rightrelaxtoleftcat" direction="2"/> 

      <block>rightacross</block> 

    </technique> 

    <technique name="leftsidejab" id="leftsidejab"> 

      <movement transition="leftrelaxtorightcat" direction="11"/> 

      <punch>leftjab</punch> 

    </technique> 

    <technique name="rightsidejab" id="rightsidejab"> 
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      <movement transition="rightrelaxtoleftcat" direction="1"/> 

      <punch>rightjab</punch> 

    </technique> 

  </techniques> 

   

  <combinations> 

    <combination name="leftsidestepthen123" id="leftsidestepthen123">            

      <series> 

        <movement transition="leftrelaxtorightcat" direction="1"/> 

        <block>leftacross</block> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="rightcattoleftforward" direction="11"/> 

        <punch>rightjab</punch> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="leftforwardtorightforward" direction="1"/> 

        <punch>leftjab</punch> 

      </series> 

      <series> 

        <movement transition="rightforwardtoleftforward" direction="11"/> 

        <punch>rightstraight</punch> 

      </series> 

    </combination> 

  </combinations> 

   

  <patterns> 

    <pattern> 

      <when> 

        <opponent> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="8"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="9"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="10"/> 

        </opponent> 

        <practitioner> 

          <stance>rightrelax</stance>         

        </practitioner> 

      </when> 

      <do> 

        <reaction id="reaction1" probability=".6"> 

          <technique>rightspinningdefense</technique> 

        </reaction> 

        <reaction id="reaction2" probability=".4"> 

          <technique>rightsidejab</technique> 

        </reaction>  
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      </do> 

    </pattern> 

   

    <pattern> 

      <when> 

        <opponent> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="8"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="3"/> 

          <state handAction="punch" hand="right" position="1"/> 

        </opponent> 

        <practitioner> 

          <stance>leftrelax</stance> 

        </practitioner> 

      </when> 

      <do> 

        <reaction id="reaction1-to-punch" probability=".5"> 

          <combination>leftsidestepthen123</combination> 

        </reaction> 

        <reaction id="reaction2-to-punch" probability=".5"> 

          <technique>leftspinningdefense</technique> 

        </reaction> 

      </do> 

    </pattern> 

  </patterns> 

</maml> 
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